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Spring 2009   /  2320 22378 

Core IV: Art, Technology 

& Ideas 
 

Class Meets: McAlister 303 (T-TH) 

9:25–10:40 AM 

 

 

 

Instructor: 

 

Phil Frana – Science & Tech Studies 

(501) 450-3498 

pfrana@uca.edu or pfrana@gmail.com 

 
 

 
From the Wenzelsbibel of King Wenceslas I 
Of Bohemia (c. 1390-1400). Illustration by  
Meister Frana, Maler des Königs 

 

Course Description and Readings: Ever wonder what the most fundamental 

notions are that drive Western civilizations? Why exactly is ancient Egypt’s landscape 

dominated by pyramids, while the High Middle Ages is known for their cathedral 

building? How did pointillism emerge in the nineteenth century and postmodernism 

in the twentieth? Could it have happened any other way? This interdisciplinary 

course is all-encompassing. It is designed to explore the common threads in social 

and scientific thought, technological invention and innovation, and composition in 

literature and the arts from ancient times to the present. It will advance the 

proposition that creative activity in the sciences, philosophy, engineering, music, 

painting, architecture, and politics contributed to the formation of a series of 

coherent, cohesive Western world views. This is the whole enchilada, folks, served 

up in sixteen weeks. 

 

Mary Warner Marien, William Fleming, Fleming's Arts and Ideas (Wadsworth 

Publishing, 2004) ISBN: 0534613713 

 

Alan I Marcus, Building Western Civilization (Wadsworth Publishing, 1998) ISBN: 

0155001159 

 

Richard A. Turner, Inventing Leonardo (University of California Press, 1994) ISBN: 

0520089383 

 

Caroline Jones, Sensorium: Embodied Experience, Technology, and Contemporary 

Art (MIT Press, 2006) ISBN: 0262101173 

 
Course Objectives: In this class we will attempt to use the practice lens of our own 

education, habits, experience, as well as specific expertise derived from readings, 

lectures, discussion topics, and assignments. Our hope is that by observing the 

otherness of past and present ideas about Western art, technology, and other social 

mailto:pfrana@uca.edu
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structures we will achieve a certain critical distance from our own concerns. This 

critical distance will help us make informed choices in our efforts to shape the world 

as it is now and the world that will follow.  

 

This course, Art, Technology & Ideas, follows in the lineage of traditional Western 

Civilization. “Western Civ” comes from a single, unremarkable course taught at 

Columbia University immediately after World War I. It was offered as a “war issues” 

course which hypothesized that the traditions of the Allies in the Great War had 

conspired to achieve a great victory over the vicious, barbarous Hun. No other school 

in America taught a course like it until World War II when it became the most widely 

taught course on American campuses. Western Civilization became identified in the 

1940s at places like Harvard University and among FDR and Truman’s advisors as a 

course demonstrating “why we fight” totalitarian dictators like Hitler, Mussolini (and 

eventually Stalin). Western Civ documented how principles of a free society, of 

democracy, were bequeathed to an American society which honed them to razor 

sharpness. It provided “common learning” for all Americans as a foundation for 

democratic unity. Western Civ courses would make students less vulnerable to 

Communist propaganda.  

 

William H. McNeill, a prominent University of Chicago historian, is probably not far off 

the mark when he says that the fundamental idea behind most contemporary 

Western Civilization courses is: “Humanity has fumbled through the centuries 

towards truth and freedom as expressed in modern science and democracy, 

American style.” Western Civ is about liberty as it was screwed up the least in 

ancient Greece, the Renaissance, and the United States, and screwed up the most in 

the Middle Ages and in the Soviet Union. 

 

Now that the Cold War is nearly twenty years dead, and the 21st century is ushering 

in a new technoscientific world of flying cars, android assistants, and global peace 

and prosperity, how can a course like this possibly be relevant to you as students? 

The answer, of course, is that it can’t – at least, not in the way we once thought 

about Western Civ. But that’s the beauty of history (and art, technology, and ideas): 

people make it their own. Every people, if not every generation, create a usable past 

of remarkable achievements that are meaningful only to them. The past is an 

undiscovered country, a unique and alien place populated by human organisms of 

the species homo sapiens sapiens with very different ideas about how life ought to 

be experienced. 

 

So why aren’t we learning about the art, technology, and ideas of the World if places 

like China, Latin America, and Africa are so important to us today? The answer is that 

we won’t be studying the history of the world as we now think of it as being 

important. If we listen to the voices of the past we quickly learn that people in the 

past had a pretty good idea themselves about what was important to them. And the 

awful, horrible truth is that the cultures and ideas of indigenous people of Asia and 

the Indian Subcontinent and sub-Saharan Africa did not begin playing a large role in 

shaping the Western imagination until the late nineteenth century. Of course – and I 

must stress this – that’s terribly unfortunate. Who knows what might have happened 

if Mozart had heard sitar music. In truth, this waste of human potential is perhaps the 

greatest story of the last two millennia. But that’s another course. Many other 

courses. 

 

What I want to explore with you in this class is how the people of different periods of 

time came to believe in their own time, ideas, and culture as the best of all possible 
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worlds, or perhaps even the only possible world. You are urged to consider: What 

were the problems of peoples in the context of their own past? What solution paths 

did they offer themselves? 

 

Why these questions? To paraphrase Socrates and the Honors movement, we wish to 

“know ourselves.” How can we possibly understand and assess our own motivations – 

our own achievements – with no frame of reference? By understanding the 

motivations of people of the past we can come to understand ourselves better. And 

that, my friends, is so much more important than the latest Pentium upgrade. 

 

To this end we will 

 

▪ Exhume the metaphors defining Western contributions from technical, artistic 

and aesthetic perspectives 

▪ Grapple with texts that may appear difficult because they represent 

viewpoints, attitudes, and assumptions that are no longer current 

▪ Re-imagine our humanity in a world where preconceived notions exhibit stasis 

and change over time 

▪ Know how to evaluate artifacts and their place within a defined series of 

Western worldviews 

▪ Confront the problems of contemporary art, technology, and ideas 

▪ Explore opportunities for local public art that is representative of our time and 

place 

▪ Demonstrate the intellectual habit of sustained, analytical thinking, talking, 

and writing about the arts, in ways that are interdisciplinary and germane to 

other areas of scholarly and cultural inquiry 

▪ Build an appreciation of academic and commercial contributions to the field of 

computer-generated imagery (CGI) 

▪ Respond thoughtfully and respectfully to in-class queries posed by other 

students and the instructor 

▪ Write carefully-reasoned essays about aspects of art, engineering, science, 

music, architecture, philosophy between ancient times and the present 

▪ Contribute to the online hive mind by sharing a paper with the HCOL 

community 

Lessons & Reading Schedule: 

Jan 15 (Th) Introduction  

Jan 20 (T)  NO CLASS 

   

Jan 22 (Th) The Sumerians   

 

Jan 27 (T)  The Egyptians   Marcus – Preface & Chapter 1;   

      Fleming – Mesopotamians   

Jan 29 (Th)  The Egyptians   Fleming – Egyptians 

Feb 3 (T)  The Phoenicians   

Feb 5 (Th)  The Greeks   Marcus – Chapter 2; 

Fleming – Hellenic & Hellenistic 
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Feb 10 (T)  The Greeks   Vitruvius - all 

Feb 12 (Th)  The Romans   Marcus – Chapter 3 

      Fleming - Roman 

Feb 17 (T)  The Romans   Marcus – Chapter 4 

Feb 19 (Th)  The Byzantines  Fleming - Byzantine 

Feb 24 (T)  The Barbarians   Marcus – Chapter 5 

Feb 26 (Th)  Romanesque Europe  Marcus – Chapter 6;  

Fleming – Romanesque 

 

Mar 3 (T)  Gothic Europe   Marcus – Chapter 7 

      Fleming – Gothic/Late Medieval 

Mar 5 (Th)  Gothic Europe   Marcus – Chapter 8 

Mar 10 (T)  The Renaissance  Marcus – Ch. 9; Inventing Leonardo - all 

Mar 12 (Th)  The Renaissance  Fleming - Renaissance 

Mar 17 (T)  The Ren/Ref   Marcus – Chapters 10-11 

Mar 19 (Th)  Baroque Period  Marcus – Chapter 12;   

       Fleming – Mannerism & Baroque 

Mar 24 & Mar 26  NO CLASS - SPRING BREAK   

Mar 31 (T)  The Enlightenment Fleming – 18th Century/Rococo/ 

Neoclassical 

Apr 2 (Th)  The Enlightenment Benvenuto Cellini Paper Due; 

presentation by Jeremy Lusk on a 

Titan II missile monument 

Apr 7 (T)  Romantic Period   Fleming – Revolutionary/Romantic 

Apr 9 (Th)  Romantic Period 

Apr 14 (T)  The Age of System  Fleming – Realism, Impressionism,  

      Symbolism 

Apr 16 (Th)  The Age of System  Designing an Arkansas Monument 

Apr 21 (T) Modern Times   Fleming – Early 20th c. Styles/   

      Expressionism/Abstractionism/Surrealism 
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Apr 23 (Th)  Modern Times   Fleming – Early 20th c. Modernism/   

      Architecture 

April 28 (T) Contemporary Times  Fleming – Early 20th c. Styles/   

      Postmodernism; Sensorium - all 

Apr 30 (Th)  Contemporary Times  Final Draft of Research Paper Due 

May 4-May 8  FINAL EXAM WEEK 

Assignments: 

❑ Zen observational assignments: Humor your instructor. 

❑ Post Discussion Guides: For each assigned reading, prepare a Discussion 

Guide. DGs consist of three parts: (a) The gist. Write a short paragraph that 

sets forth the central point of the reading. You are to state the core thesis as 

clearly as possible in your own words; don’t just copy sentences or phrases 

from the text. In other words, what does the reading say? (b) Key 

terms/phrases. Make a brief list of key terms or phrases (usually five or so) 

found in the reading, and write very brief explanations of each. (c) Class 

discussion question. Write out at least one question you have about the 

reading. The question can be about something you did not understand or 

something you would like the class to discuss. You are required to post your 

DGs in the private journal area of your virtual classroom by midnight the 

evening before each class meeting. When a reading assignment contains 

more than one chapter, prepare a DG for each chapter. DGs are not the 

proper forum for disagreeing with or commenting on the author’s viewpoint. 

The proper forum for critique and analysis is in class. Grades of Five Stars 

(satisfactory) or One Star (unsatisfactory) will be given. Late DGs will 

automatically receive an unsatisfactory grade. DGs will occasionally be 

replaced by analyses of artifacts. Details in class. 

❑ Write Essay: The first paper is a short (1,000-word) paper based on the 

Autobiography of Benvenuto Cellini. Guidelines for this paper will be handed 

out in class. The complete text of the autobiography is available at 

http://www.gutenberg.org/etext/4028.  

❑ Present on an Existing Arkansas Monument: Each of you will pick an existing 

“monument” in Arkansas, and will prepare a ten-minute oral presentation on 

it, to be followed by five minutes of discussion and questions. We will do 

these presentations all at once on a suitable evening. At the next class 

meeting, you will hand in a one-page paper summing up your presentation, 

and incorporating any useful material from the discussion. The presentation 

should cover several aspects of the monument, such as its form, historical 

precedents, its original context, the “man-on-the-street” reaction to its 

placement, and its current status.  

❑ Design a New Arkansas Monument: Pick a subject that deserves a monument 

in Arkansas and design the monument. You can pick something that has 

never been memorialized before, or design a new monument to supplement 

or replace an existing or lost work. Your project should have both a visual 

component, giving a tangible idea of the work’s planned appearance, and a 

written one, justifying your subject and explaining your design. Manual skills 

are not necessary; your project will be judged on its relationship to what 

you’ve learned in class. I encourage you to share your work with other 

http://www.gutenberg.org/etext/4028
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citizens or students outside this class, seeking their input, comments, and 

corrections. You may accept good suggestions and even feature them 

prominently, but must give credit to their source in your written 

documentation (a ten page essay). We will do these presentations all at once 

on a suitable evening. 

❑ Final Exam: We will have a collaborative final exam; the form and content will 

be determined. 

Online Resources: 

 

Leonardo, Journal of the International Society for the Arts, Sciences and Technology 

Wilson OmniFile: Full Text Mega Edition (Torreyson Library site) 

 

Witcombe’s Art History Resources on the Web 

http://witcombe.sbc.edu/ARTHLinks.html 

 

Art History Resources 

http://wwar.com/artists/ 

 

The Artchive 

http://artchive.com/ftp_site.htm 

 

UVA Renaissance & Baroque Art 

http://www.lib.virginia.edu/dic/colls/arh102/index.html 

 

Modern & Contemporary Visual Artists 

http://www.the-artists.org/ 

 

Wayne Carlson on Computer Graphics and Animation 

http://accad.osu.edu/~waynec/history/lessons.html 

 

Society of Architectural Historians: World Survey 

http://www.brynmawr.edu/Acads/Cities/wld/wcapts1.html 

 

Tolomeus: Architectural History 

http://www.arounder.eu/index.html 

Grading, Attendance: 

Three or more unexcused absences will automatically result in a lowered grade. 

Missing a class in which you are an assigned leader will also result in a lowered 

grade. After four absences you must make an appointment with your instructor to 

discuss your future enrollment in the class. I am serious about this! 

Potential realized 
 

A – Superior contributions befitting the caliber of an UCA Honors scholar. 
 

Potential not yet realized 

 

B – Contributions acceptable, but lacking clarity, consistency, or continuity. 

            Contributions brief; class attendance less than stellar. 

C – Fails in commitment to make acceptable contributions in one or more  

http://witcombe.sbc.edu/ARTHLinks.html
http://wwar.com/artists/
http://artchive.com/ftp_site.htm
http://www.lib.virginia.edu/dic/colls/arh102/index.html
http://www.the-artists.org/
http://accad.osu.edu/~waynec/history/lessons.html
http://www.brynmawr.edu/Acads/Cities/wld/wcapts1.html
http://www.arounder.eu/index.html
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      areas. 

D – Fails in commitment to make contributions in many or nearly all areas. 

F – Systematically fails to attend, share ideas, read, or write. 

 

Student Conduct: Plagiarism is defined here as the “stealing of passages either 

word for word or in substance, from the writings of another and publishing them as 

one’s own.” You are plagiarizing when you present an idea or interpretation that you 

did not originate without acknowledgment. You are plagiarizing when you copy and 

incorporate someone else’s work into your own without setting it off with quotation 

marks and identifying the source. You are also plagiarizing when you borrow from 

someone else’s work and simply change a few words before adding it to your own 

work. Plagiarism is a serious violation of academic ethics and constitutes grounds for 

disciplinary action (refer to your UCA Student Handbook in this regard). 

 

Note also the general standards for student conduct, including the university’s sexual 

harassment policy, in your current student handbook. The University of Central 

Arkansas adheres to the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act. If you 

need an accommodation under this Act due to a disability, please contact the UCA 

Office of Disability Services, 450-3135. 

 


